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Vörumaa Smoke Sauna Council 

 

The International Sauna Association  has been following actively 

the work of the Council and can confirm that  the Vörumaa Smoke 

Sauna Council is doing an excellent job in the field of Smoke Sauna 

and Smoke Sauna Culture in Estonia .  

The International Sauna Association founded originally by four 

active sauna countries  including Finland. Today there are 14 

members. And as You all propably know the Original Finnish Sauna 

is a Smoke Sauna. In Finland still in the beginning of last century 

most of the saunas were smoke saunas. Today the situation is 

different and smoke saunas are  only a speciality even though we 

have people who still use the word sauna only with smoke sauna. 

That is the reason why we have been actively following what is 

happening in Estonia and are more than happy to see the excellent 

development. 

The International Sauna Association is hoping that the application 

to UNESCO concerning the  Smoke Sauna is accepted  and that in 

this way the important cultural  heritage is protected and so 

available also for the future generations. 



I have personally visited several of those smoke saunas and as a 

smoke sauna specialist I have to say that they fulfil the best 

crietrias of a smoke sauna. 

The material produced also for keeping the culture live like films, 

book , articles etc. is on a high level and can be used also outside of 

Estonia . 

We wish also that we could have a more deep cooperation in the 

field of sauna generally and smoke sauna especially so that 

International Sauna Association could distribute this very valuable 

information to the other members. The Associations main task is to 

pursue the goals of propagating the sauna and of promoting its use 

at global level. 

Wishing all the best for this project! 
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